Abstract: This paper presents the main theoretical elements underlying the process of dimensional separation of the fragments of chopped medicinal plants. To sort chopped plant mixture from the same medicinal plant, there are used vibratory classifiers with plane sifters, which are the active working body. Case studies were conducted and there were analyzed, based on numerical applications, the movements of plant fragments on a classifier with linear vibrations along the sifter, existing in practice. Numerical simulation has provided information on trajectory parameters of the jump of a plant fragment on the vibratory plane sifter, useful elements in the theoretical grounding of the equipment workflow.
INTRODUCTION
The quality of herbal products obtained from the processing of medicinal plants depends on the quality of raw medicinal plants and the quality of primary and/or advanced processing products.The sequence of operations in primary processing of medicinal plants is mainly determined by raw material (species, plant organ, etc.) and the purpose of their exploitation (packaging and marketing in the form of teas, storage or further processing in various industries) [1] .
Sorting is the operation of separation in several fractions (3, 4) according to certain criteria: size, weight, color, etc., of the components of a mixture of agricultural products found in the state of granules, fragments, particles, pieces, etc. (seeds, potato tubers, fruits, etc.). The purpose of this operation is to obtain uniform fractions in size, shape, weight, colour, etc., which can be used in further operations, achieving a high yield [2] .
In practice, the sorting of inhomogeneous mixtures using plane sifters is achieved by using oscillatory or vibratory classifiers. The process is carried out by passing the mixtures that contain particles of various sizes over surfaces fitted with holes of certain shapes and sizes, respectively over plane or cylindrical sifters. The working process of the sifter comprises two stages: the first stage consists in the movement of mixture of plant fragments, spread in an even layer, and the second stage is the separation of plant fragments through the holes of the sifter due to the passing of fragments smaller than the sifters holes [3] [4] [5] .
Nowadays, we are noticing an increased interest in theoretical and experimental research of dimensional sorting devices in terms of working performances improving and for obtaining useful information in design activity.
Thus, in the paper was performed the numerical simulation of parameters of the trajectory of a vegetal fragment jump on the vibrating plane sifter, corresponding to real values of an equipment used in practice. Different parameters that influence the fragments movement have been varied for better understanding and quantify the researche effect on vegetal fragments trajectory.
The working principle of chopped plants sorter driven by two vibrating motors is shown in Figure 1 . The equipment is used for separating food products: seeds, dried leaves, flowers, pulvis etc. [17] . 
THEORETICAL ASPECTS ON THE MOVELEMNT OF A PLANT FRAGMENT ON A VIBRATORY PLANE SIFTER WITH LONGITUDINAL MOVEMENT
The kinematic regime of operation of plane sifters is very important and influences both the working capacity of plane sifters and the high quality of final product. The main technological parameter of the sieving process that correlates the vibration parameters (amplitude, frequency and acceleration) with its tilting, and determines the movement regime of the material on the sifter surface is the throwing coefficient C [4, 6, 18] .
a) Movement of a plant fragment on a vibratory plane sifter
The mathematical model corresponding to the movement of a plant fragment on an oscillatory plane sifter consists in identifying the forces and the directions of forces acting on a solid fragment found on an oscillatory surface.
Following are presented the equations of movement of a plant fragment on a plane oscillatory surface taking into account the two main directions of movement ( 
sin cos (1) where F, the inertial force, is: (2) and N, reaction, is given by the equation:
By replacing all terms in equation (1) , is obtained: (6) Downward condition of the plant fragment on the sifter is given by the following equation:
If we choose as movement plane the plane perpendicular to the sifter which contains the force F, the movement equation will be:
A first integration, with an integration constant c 1 , expresses the velocity field:
Another integration with an integration constant c 2 leads to the field of coordinates:
In the plane of sifters movement on direction Oy, the movement equation is:
By double integration of equation (11), with constants c 3 and c 4 , implies: (12) and (10): 
On a plant fragment going up on an oscillatory plane surface will act the forces presented in Figure 2b .
In this case, the movement equation of the fragment is given by:
( 1 4 ) where:
By replacing all terms in equation 14 we obtain:
It results:
It is found that:
The upwarding condition of plant fragment on the sifter is:
A first integration, with an integration constant c`1, describes the velocity field:
A new integration, with an integration constant c`2, leads to the coordinates field:
By double integration of equation (25), with constants c`3 si c`4, implies: 
Relative movement through jumps of a plant fragment on vibratory plane sifter After separation, the fragment is thrown by the sifter with initial velocity v i , equal to the velocity v s of the sifter, at the time of separation. After its throwing, the fragment has a parabolic trajectory, reaching back to the sifter, as presented in Figure 3 [7] . 
Since the initial acceleration,a i , is: As it can be noticed in Figure 3 , point A is the maximum point of fragments trajectory function (equation (35) 
The angle between the tangent to the trajectory at point C and the sifter (falling angle of the fragment on the sifter) is:
• Time of fragment jump is:
where: t u is the time in which the fragment moves along portion OA of the trajectory; t c is the time in which the fragment moves along portion AC.
Time t u is given by: 
where h c , taking into account equations (38) and (41), is: 
Taking into account equations (32) and (50), it results:
Using equations (32) and (36), equation (51) 
• Height of fragment jump towards the sifter, h.
In order to determine this parameter, we consider the trajectory of the fragment depending on system XOY, in Figure 4 , whose OY axis is directed along the sifter. The connection between the coordinates of the considered point and each of the mentioned coordinate systems, is: 
RESULTS
Case studies. Numerical application. Based on the theoretical study of the literature on the kinematic regime of sifters and knowing some of the constructive and functional parameters of plant sorter, was made a theoretical calculation, which characterizes the behavior of plant fragments in the sorting process on plane sifters with longitudinal oscillations. . Using a numerical calculation program in Mathcad and the equations from the study of trajectory were calculated some parameters of the trajectory of fragment jump on the surface of the sifter, and the obtained values are presented in Table 1 .
After its separation from the sifter, the fragment is thrown with initial velocity v i , equal to the velocity of sifter at the time of separation, corresponding to time t 0 , hence the time of fragment separation from the sifter. The initial velocity of plant fragment and the corresponding time of its separation from the sifter have the same value for the three tilting angles, and they vary with the frequency, as it can be seen in Figure 5 .
From the analysis of Figure 5 , it is found that the initial velocity of the fragment increases with frequency increase and the time to fragment separation from the sifter decreases with frequency oscillations. Using the equation of the length of fragment jump along the sifter, were determined the angle of jump (β) and the angle of fragment trajectory with the horizontal plane (γ) for the three tilting angles of the sifter. Depending on the frequency values, in Figure 6 was varied the position of the fragment at the time of its separation from the sifter and after the separation. From the graph, it can be observed that the angles do not vary significantly with the increase of frequency oscillation. Given the length and height of fragment jump for the considered tilting angles, in Figure 7 it can be observed that their values decrease with increasing frequency. For example, at the rotation frequency of 960 rpm, the maximum length is between 10÷12 mm depending on the sifter angle and the height of jump vary between 2.26 and 2.68 mm. Fig. 7 . The length and height of fragment jump for the considered angles.
In terms of time until fragment separation from the sifter and the time of jump during the trajectory were plotted the graphs in Figure 8 . It was found that both times decrease with the increase of frequency. The forward velocity of the fragment along the sifter, presented in Figure 9 , drops to 0.139 m/s, for the minimum tilting angle of the sifter at a frequency of 960 rpm. Fig. 9 . Velocity of the fragment along the sifter.
Based on the trajectory equation of fragment jump were performed the trajectories for three tilting positions of the plant sorter, depending on the frequency. Trajectories of fragment jump for different frequencies are plotted in Figure 10 . It was found that the trajectories of the jump vary, as they distance from the vertical of the release point with decreasing of the oscillation frequency, so fragment jump is longer when the frequency decreases and the tilting angle increases. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, there were theoretically established the movement equations for determining the place where vegetal fragments detach from the plane sifter, the speed with which the fragment detaches and fragment trajectory during its jump against the sifter.
Following the analysis of case study, have been found the following: -the frequency of oscillation of sifter influences the initial speed of fragment and duration of fragment jump in its trajectory; -the fragment position when it detaches and after its detachment from the sifter, jump length and height, speed of fragment along the sifter, all are influenced by both oscillation frequency and sifter tilt angle; -the value of fragment speed during the jump against the sifter is significantly influenced by sifter tilting angle variation, when it ranges between 12-15 0 and also by the oscillation frequency of 660-960 osc/min; -higher the sifter tilting angle for different oscillation frequencies is, higher becomes the fragment speed along the sifter; -analysis of jump parameters has shown significant increase for the fragment jump length in comparison with sifter from 9.7 up to 25 mm and less important increase for jump height with values between 2.2-5.6 mm; -analysis of fragment jump trajectories comparatively traced has emphasized that fragment jump is longer when the frequency is lower and sifter tilting angle increases.
In conclusion, in order to obtain an efficient separation, the jump parameters must be according to the size of initial speed components, namely: -small values of displacement speed of fragments on the sifter and length and height of fragment jump determine an appropriate sorting process, but the sifter working capacity is reduced; theoretical data obtained by calculation have emphasized the fact that for sifter tilting angle of 12.08 0 , along with sifter oscillation frequency growth, respectively the kinematic angle, the fragments displacement speed on sifter increases, framing between the practical values (0.08-0.12 m), recommended by specialty literature; -high values of fragment displacement speed on sifter and of length and height of fragment jump are not recommended, as they inappropriately influence the process of separation of fragments, a big part of unseparated fragments remaining. So, the sieved product will be of low quality.
Theoretical results obtained from numerical analysis and adopted for the parameters of classifier of medicinal plants are going to be experimentally checked, in order to improve the working regime.
A comparative presentation of values obtained by means of the mathematical model and of those able to be experimentally obtained is very important for the optimization of working process of plane sifter classifiers and also for the experts in the field.
